A polyethylenimine-modified carboxyl-poly(styrene/acrylamide) copolymer nanosphere for co-delivering of CpG and TGF-β receptor I inhibitor with remarkable additive tumor regression effect against liver cancer in mice
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Abstract: Cancer immunotherapy based on nanodelivery systems has shown potential for treatment of various malignancies, owing to the benefits of tumor targeting of nanoparticles. However, induction of a potent T-cell immune response against tumors still remains a challenge. In this study, polyethylenimine-modified carboxyl-styrene/acrylamide (PS) copolymer nanospheres were developed as a delivery system of unmethylated cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) oligodeoxynucleotides and transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) receptor I inhibitors for cancer immunotherapy. TGF-β receptor I inhibitors (LY2157299, LY) were encapsulated to the PS via hydrophobic interaction, while CpG oligodeoxynucleotides were loaded onto the PS through electrostatic interaction. Compared to the control group, tumor inhibition in the PS-LY/CpG group was up to 99.7% without noticeable toxicity. The tumor regression may be attributed to T-cell activation and amplification in mouse models. The results highlight the additive effect of CpG and TGF-β receptor I inhibitors co-delivered in cancer immunotherapy.
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Introduction

Immunotherapy has shown the potential to become an essential component of a successful antitumor treatment.1 The generation of an antitumor immune response at the location of tumor is important for tumor regression.2 Nanoparticles have the intrinsic advantages of accumulating into tumor by the enhanced permeability and retention effect.3,4 In this respect, the design and synthesis of nanomaterials loading immunotherapy drugs have been of great interest for cancer immunotherapy.

Unmethylated cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) oligodeoxynucleotide characterized by bacterial and viral DNA, which induces cytokine production through recognition by Toll-like receptor 9, activates innate and acquired immune responses.5 The inflammatory cytokines induced by CpG can elicit CD8+ T-cell responses.6,7 Meanwhile, CD8+ T-cell immune response is the major cell-mediated immune response for antitumor effects.8-10 Therefore, CpG can be used as a potential immunotherapy agent against malignancies.

Transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) is one of the most influential cytokines among a number of factors expressed in tumor stroma.11,12 Expression of TGF-β in human cancers correlates with cancer progression and poor clinical outcome.13 TGF-β regulates the progression of cancer through its effects on tumor microenvironment by orchestrating a favorable microenvironment for tumor cell growth.13,14 Inhibitors for
inhibiting TGF-β signal pathway have recently been shown to prevent the growth and metastasis of certain cancers. Therefore, TGF-β is thought to be an important target for cancer therapy. Moreover, CD8 T cytotoxicity could be suppressed by TGF-β signals in vivo. Therefore, inhibition of TGF-β signal pathway combined with promoted CD8 T cytotoxicity might achieve synergistic antitumor effects.

In the present study, the antitumor effects of CpG that induce CD8 T cytotoxicity combined with TGF-β receptor I inhibitor were investigated. TGF-β receptor inhibitor I LY2157299 (LY) is one of the TGF-β receptor inhibitors under preclinical and clinical trials. Polyethylenimine (PEI) with high positive charge was used for gene delivery frequently. To co-deliver hydrophilic CpG with negative charge and hydrophobic LY at the same time, polyethylenimine-modified carboxyl-styrene/acylamide (PS) copolymer nanospheres, a unique structure characterized by hydrophobic cavities and hydrophilic positive surface, was used as the drug delivery system. The hydrophobic LY was encapsulated in the cavities of PS nanoparticle via hydrophobic interaction, while CpG was loaded onto the PS nanoparticle through electrostatic interaction. The present findings strongly suggest that a combination of low-dose small molecule LY and CpG in a nanocarrier is a promising way to treat intractable cancers.

Materials and methods

Materials

CpG1826 was from Sangon Biotech Co., Ltd (Shanghai, People’s Republic of China). TGF-β receptor inhibitor LY2157299 was from Shengda Pharmaceutical Co. (Shenzhen, People’s Republic of China). PEI (MW 25 kD) was from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). Antibodies were from BioLegend (San Diego, CA, USA). Other chemicals and reagents purchased from commercial suppliers were of analytical grade, unless otherwise noted.

All cell lines used in the study were preserved in our lab and cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (containing 10% fetal bovine serum [FBS]) at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. The cell lines were purchased from the China Center for Type Culture Collection and preserved in our lab. Because the authors did not get the cell lines directly from a human, use of the cell lines did not need to be approved by the ethics committee (Ethics Committee of Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology).

Construction of PEI-modified Pst-AAm copolymer nanospheres

Poly(styrene/acylamide) (Pst-AAm) with hydrophobic cavities were synthesized through a modified emulsion-free polymerization method in aqueous solution as reported previously. Typically, 10 g of styrene was added into a three-neck flask containing 80 mL of de-oxygen water at 75°C under vigorous stirring. When styrene was homogeneously dispersed, 2.5 g of recrystallized acrylamide and 0.25 g of potassium persulfate dissolved in 10 mL of de-ionized water were sequentially added. The reaction was maintained for 6 hours under continuous nitrogen bubbling. The products were collected after filtration followed by a dialysis process to remove large particles and unreacted small molecules, respectively. During this procedure, water-soluble initiator first induces the polymerization of acrylamide providing long-chain polymers, which tend to form micelle-like structure. Subsequently, water-insoluble styrene monomers diffuse into the hydrophobic inner part of the micelles to participate in the polymerization. As a consequence, Pst-AAm copolymer nanospheres are obtained with a hydrophilic outer surface and hydrophobic inner hollow cavities. Subsequent PEI conjugation was performed via carbodiimide cross-linking reaction followed by carboxyl modification of the synthesized Pst-AAm copolymer nanospheres. Successively washed with 0.5 M NaCl solution and de-ionized water to remove any free PEI molecules, the positively modified Pst-AAm copolymer nanospheres were re-dispersed in 1 mL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH=7.2) and incubated with 10 mg of N-hydroxysuccinimide-polyethylene glycol (PEG) 2,000 overnight under gentle shaking. Surplus PEG was removed by washing three times with de-ionized water, and then PS nanospheres were obtained.

Preparation of PS-LY/CpG nanoparticle

In total, 20 μL (1 mg/mL) of LY (dissolved in chloroform) was added slowly into 3 mL diluted PS water solution in a drop-wise manner under stirring, and then spun to obtain PS-LY nanoparticle. After washing, the deposit of PS-LY nanoparticle was resuspended in 1 mL distilled water and mixed with 2 optical density CpG under vortexing. After spinning, the PS-LY/CpG nanoparticles were obtained. The supernatants were collected to analyze drug-loading capacity.

Characterization of the nanoparticle

The size and the morphology of PS nanosphere and PS-LY/CpG nanoparticle were characterized through transmission electron microscopy (JEM-2010; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). The hydrodynamic diameter and the zeta potential were measured with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS in water (Malvern, Worcestershire, UK). The drug loading of LY was detected via high purity liquid chromatography system (Agilent HP-1100; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Chromatographic separation was performed on a column of Agilent TC-C18 (4.6×250 mm,
5 μm particle size) at room temperature with the mobile phase consisting of a mixture of acetonitrile-water (50:50). CpG was detected through ultraviolet spectroscopy at 260 nm.

**Cell toxicity analysis**

Normal human embryonic kidney 293 cell line (HEK293 cell) was used for cytotoxicity analysis through the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) method. After cells were treated with the materials, 20 μL of MTT (5 mg/mL) was added to each well. Then, formazan crystals were solubilized with 150 μL of dimethyl sulfoxide 4 hours later. The absorbance at 490 nm of each well was used to determine the relative cell viability.

**Xenograft studies**

All animal studies were approved by the Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee of College of Life Science and Technology, Huazhong University of Science and Technology. The procedures abided by the animal care guidelines of the Science and Technology Department of Hubei Province.

BALB/c mice (male, 4–6 weeks) were purchased from Hubei Provincial Center for Disease and Prevention, People’s Republic of China. In total, 6×10^6 liver cancer H22 cells were inoculated in a BALB/c mouse to establish the subcutaneous tumor model. Antitumor effects of the nanoparticle were evaluated in vivo. Four groups were intratumorally injected with PBS, PS-LY, PS-CpG, and PS-LY/CpG, respectively, on day 8 after tumor cells were inoculated. Drugs were administered six times in 2-day intervals. Tumor sizes were serially measured with calipers every 2 days.

Tumor volumes were calculated according to the following formula: tumor volume = (tumor length × tumor width) ^ 2. Sera were collected and stored at −20°C in 100 μL aliquots. Spleen cells were harvested and rinsed in PBS for fluorescence activating cell sorter analysis. Xenografts and spleen tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by embedding in paraffin.

**Flow cytometry analysis**

Antibodies anti-CD3 and CD8 were incubated with cells in PBS containing 1% FBS for 30 minutes at 4°C. After washing, the cells were analyzed through flow cytometry. CD8-positive T-cell populations were described as CD3^+/CD8^+ T-cells.

**Histological analysis**

Spleen was sliced up for immunohistochemistry analysis. According to standard techniques, the tissues were fixed with formalin and then embedded with paraffin before being sectioned. The paraffin sections were dewaxed before staining. Slides were incubated with monoclonal antibodies and detected by streptavidin-peroxidase method. CD3^+/CD8^+ T-cells were used to identify CD8-positive T-cells. To detect tumor fibrosis, the tumor tissues in different groups were sliced up for Masson’s trichrome staining according to the report.

**Statistics analysis**

All data were calculated using Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA). Statistical differences were determined according to Student’s t test. A P-value of less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

**Results and discussion**

**Characterization of nanoparticles**

Scheme 1 presents an illustration of the synthesis process of PS-LY/CpG nanoparticle.

From the transmission electron microscope images, the average size of PS nanoparticles was about 230 nm (Figure 1A). After loading with LY and CpG, the average size of PS-LY/CpG was about 300 nm. Compared to PS and PS-LY, the rougher surface of PS-LY/CpG was observed when CpG were loaded onto the particle. The results of DLS showed that the hydrodynamic diameters of PS, PS-LY, and PS-LY/CpG were about 237.2±12.5 nm, 261.4±11.0 nm, and 331.2±17.2 nm, respectively (Figure 1B). The successful binding of CpG to PS-LY was confirmed by a surface charge reversal (the zeta potential of PS, PS-LY, and PS-LY/CpG was 37.9±0.8 mV, 39.9±0.6 mV, and −25.5±0.4 mV, respectively). The drug loading of LY and CpG was 18% and 2.3%, respectively. LY was released up to 10.6% in 24 hours, followed by continuous steady release in vitro (Figure S1).
Biocompatibility studies
PS-LY/CpG did not affect the metabolic activity in a time-dependent manner when 20 μg/mL (PS concentration) was added to HEK293 cells (Figure 2A). The biocompatibility in vivo was evaluated too. The body weights of mice did not change significantly after administration of PS-LY/CpG (Figure 2B). A variety of nanodelivery systems have been utilized in an attempt to reduce the cellular toxicity of CpG Oligodeoxynucleotids and achieve optimal stability.32–34 In this study, the surface of PS was modified by PEG, which

Figure 1 Sizes and morphologies of PS, PS-LY, and PS-LY/CpG under transmission electron microscope (A). Diameters of dynamic light scattering (237.2±12.5 nm, 261.4±11.0 nm, and 331.2±17.2 nm) (B).

Abbreviations: PS, polyethylenimine-modified carboxyl-styrene/acrylamide; LY, LY215729; CpG, cytosine-phosphate-guanine; PDI, polydispersity index.

Figure 2 Biocompatibility of PS-LY/CpG.
Notes: In total, ≥80% cells maintaining viability were treated with PS-LY/CpG at different concentrations (A). No significant change in body weight of different groups was observed (B) (n=6).

Abbreviations: PS, polyethylenimine-modified carboxyl-styrene/acrylamide; LY, LY215729; CpG, cytosine-phosphate-guanine; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline.
elicited its good compatibility. CpG carried by the PS appeared to limit its toxicity.

**Antitumor effects of PS-LY/CpG nanoparticle**

Significantly enhanced antitumor effects of PS-LY/CpG were verified in vivo. Figure 3 shows the tumor volume and weight changes after the mice were treated with PS-LY, PS-CpG, or PS-LY/CpG. LY at a dose of 1 mg/kg and CpG at a dose of 0.33 mg/kg were administered to the animals. PS-LY alone could not significantly inhibit tumor growth, whereas PS-LY/CpG treatment led to a drastic inhibition of tumor growth. Compared to the PBS group, tumor inhibition rate was up to 99.7% in the PS-LY/CpG group. Based on the tumor volume and weight results, PS-LY/CpG enhanced antitumor effects compared to PS-LY or PS-CpG, which revealed the additive effects of CpG and LY.

Because of the instability and toxicity of CpG in blood, therapeutic activity of CpG alone was observed after only intratumoral administration of CpG.\(^6\) CpG nanoparticles induced stronger immunotherapy effects than free CpG administered via intravenous injection due to preferentially tumor-targeting ability of nanoparticle.\(^6\) Compared to free CpG, CpG nanoparticles can significantly enhance the survival rate of lung cancer.\(^4\) A variety of studies of CpG against cancer as adjuvant or immunotherapy agent delivered by nanodelivery were reported,\(^7\) while it is still highly demanding to develop a simple and cost-efficient approach to applicability of CpG ODNs in biological studies and even in clinical trials. Co-delivery of CpG and LY to tumor for immunotherapy is rarely reported.

**Analysis of immune cells**

In this study, T-cell immune stimulatory activity and replication were exhibited in the PS-LY/CpG group. Based on the flow cytometry analysis results (Figure 4), total T-cell numbers were significantly increased after the mice were treated with PS-CpG or PS-LY/CpG. Although increase in absolute number of the subtype \(\text{CD3}^+\text{CD8}^+\) T-cell in the PS-LY/CpG group did not reach statistical significance \((P=0.51)\), it was noticeable compared with that in the PBS group. Our results agree with the report that CpG enhanced...
Th1 immune responses, and formulations containing them were against certain types of cancer. In the present study, PS-LY/CpG could lead to antitumor effects by inducing the CD8+ T-cell response. CD8+ T-cell immune responses are the major cell-mediated immune responses leading to potent antitumor effects.

**Histological analysis**

The results of tumor tissue immunohistochemistry were consistent with those of flow cytometry analysis. The CD8+ T-cell number was higher in the PS-CpG group and PS-LY/CpG group than that in the PBS group (Figure 5). CD8+ T-cell responses were required to reject the tumor in the tumor
immunotherapy. In this study, CD8+ T-cells customized to the tumor site, which induced the cytotoxic response to control the growth of tumor in vivo.

After Masson’s trichrome staining, the collagen fibers were stained blue. Collagen fibers were rich in the tumor tissue of the PBS group (Figure S2), whereas their number decreased in the PS-LY group. Antitumor effects of LY in the study were consistent with those of the reports. Phase I safety and dose-finding clinical trials with LY2157299 have shown that it is well tolerated. Efficacy studies using an intermittent schedule of LY are currently ongoing in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma and multiple myeloma. The decrease in the number of collagen fibers in the PS-CpG and PS-LY/CpG groups may be attributed to tumor remission.

**Conclusion**

In summary, co-delivery of LY and CpG by PS nanospheres showed great physical-chemical properties and antitumor activity. CD8+ T-cell responses may be the potential mechanism for additive antitumor effects. Since immunotherapy plays an important role in cancer therapy, PS-LY/CpG may have great potential in treating liver cancer and other tumors.
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Supplementary materials

Figure S1 Release of LY.
Note: In total, 10.6% LY was released within 24 hours, after which it was released slowly.
Abbreviation: LY, LY215729.

Figure S2 Comparison of Masson’s trichrome staining of tumor tissues under different treatments.
Note: Collagen fibers (blue) were rich in the PBS group and poor in other groups.
Abbreviations: PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; PS, polyethylenimine-modified carboxyl-styrene/acrylamide; LY, LY215729; CpG, cytosine-phosphate-guanine.